
PRODUCT SPECIFIC DATA:

HERITAGE

SPECIES:    Antique Reclaimed Oak (Mix of Red/White Oak)

GRADE:     Rustic

FINISH:     Matte Polyurethane/Unfinished

Janka Hardness (ASTM D 1037):  1,325 * 

Flame Spread Class Rating (ASTM E84): Class III (C) **

Standard Millwork:    Tongue & Groove, Endmatched

HERITAGE is a mix of reclaimed red & white oak creating a pleasing variation of colors. Expect a warm palette 
of colors, with dense & varying grain patterns.  Typical character marks include mineral staining, color changes, 
weathering, checking, nail holes, and knots. Available SOLID or ENGINEERED.

APPLICATIONS: HERITAGE is for INTERIOR applications - walls, ceilings, millwork and flooring (not recommended 
for exterior applications)

HERITAGE
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* Janka Rating from similarly tested products - expected to be close to actual measurements of reSAWN products.
** Flame Spread Class Rating, Flame Spread Index Data and Smoke Developed Index based on report from American Wood Council - 2017.  Testing is on unfniished, solid wood - see attached for 
additional details.  reSAWN’s products are not tested but are expected to be close to actual measurements for comparable wood species -- can be treated to Fire Treated to Class A for Interior 
Applications - please call to inquire.  



RECLAIMED WOOD Tech Specs

OLD SCHOOL

OLD SCHOOL
SOURCE: Reclaimed Oak Barn Siding - Skip Planed
Janka Hardness (ASTM D 1037):  1,325 * 

Flame Spread Class Rating (ASTM E84): Class III (C) **

OLD SCHOOL begins as WEATHERWORN and goes thru an additional step called “skip planing”.  
Skip planing is a process whereby the boards are put thru a planer set to only remove the high points, 
“skipping” over the low points to create contrast.  Typical character marks include mineral staining, 
color changes, weathering, checking, nail holes, knots, and heavy patina.   Available in SOLID and 
ENGINEERED.  Call to discuss custom lengths and widths. Due to the nature of this material, thick-
nesses tend to vary slightly.  Available unfinished or prefinished with a matte polyurethane.

APPLICATIONS: OLD SCHOOL is for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR applications - walls, ceilings, and 
millwork (not recommended for flooring) 

HERITAGE, WORMWOOD, JAVELIN, OLD SCHOOL - STANDARD DIMENSIONS & EDGE DETAIL:

    Solid  Engineered  
Thickness:    3/4”   5/8” (4 mm wear layer)
Width:     5”   5” 
Random Lengths:   2’-10’   2’-10’   
Edges:    Microbevel Microbevel 
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* Janka Rating from similarly tested products - expected to be close to actual measurements of reSAWN products.
** Flame Spread Class Rating, Flame Spread Index Data and Smoke Developed Index based on report from American Wood Council - 2017.  Testing is on unfniished, solid wood - see attached for 
additional details.  reSAWN’s products are not tested but are expected to be close to actual measurements for comparable wood species -- can be treated to Fire Treated to Class A for Interior 
Applications - please call to inquire.  



BARN GREY BLACK & TAN BUCOLIC BLANC REED

KINOKO
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BARN GREY, BLACK & TAN, BUCOLIC BLANC, REED, & KINOKO

SPECIES:    Reclaimed Hemlock

GRADE:    Rustic

FINISH:     STAIN/SEALER (NOTE: REED IS UNFINISHED)

Janka Hardness (ASTM D 1037):  500 *

Flame Spread Class Rating (ASTM E84): Class II (B) **

Flame Spread Index (ASTM E84): 35 **

Smoke Developed Index (ASTM E84): 175 ** 

Standard Milling:   S3S

BARN GREY, BLACK & TAN, BUCOLIC BLANC & KINOKO feature antique reclaimed hemlock that has 
been wirebrushed to accentuate the unique grain pattern of hemlock and finished with a stain/sealer.  
REED  is standardly antique reclaimed hemlock that is brushed and UNFINISHED.  Thickness, width and 
lengths may vary due to the nature of this reclaimed material.  Standard milling is square edge; available 
with Tongue & Groove upon request.  

APPLICATIONS: reSAWN’s Reclaimed Hemlock is for INTERIOR applications - walls, ceilings, and millwork (not recommended for flooring or 
exterior applications)

STANDARD DIMENSIONS, MILLING & EDGE DETAIL:
    Solid   
Thickness:    +- 7/8”         
Width:     7”        
Random Lengths:   4’-12’       
Edges:    Square 

RECLAIMED WOOD Tech Specs
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PRODUCT SPECIFIC DATA:
WEATHERWORN
SOURCE:   Reclaimed Barn Siding

WEATHERWORN does not have a finish applied as the boards have been naturally oxidized over the 
years to produce a tough, weather resistant “skin”.     Typical character marks include mineral staining, 
color changes, weathering, checking, nail holes, knots, and heavy patina.   Available in SOLID ONLY.  
Call to discuss custom lengths and widths. Due to the nature of this material, thicknesses tend to vary 
slightly.
    Solid   
Thickness:    +/- 1/2”        
Random Widths:    3-3/4”, 4-1/4”, 5-1/4”, 6-1/4” random widths   
Random Lengths:   4’-12’       
Edges:    Square 
Milling:    S3S
APPLICATIONS: WEATHERWORN is for INTERIOR and EXTERIOR applications - walls, ceilings, and 
millwork (not recommended for flooring)     

WEATHERWORN

PERLINO

PERLINO
SOURCE:   Reclaimed Barn Siding

PERLINO is ANTIQUE RECLAIMED BARN SIDING  – for interior wall cladding. PERLINO has been 
wirebrushed and finished with a stain/sealer. Expect lots of texture and variation to the grain. Typical 
character marks include mineral staining, color changes, weathering, checking, nail holes, and knots. 
Due to the nature of this material, thicknesses tend to vary slightly.
    Solid   
Thickness:    +/- 1/2”        
Random Widths:    3-3/4”, 4-1/4”, 5-1/4”, 6-1/4” random widths  
Random Lengths:   4’-12’       
Edges:    Square 
Milling:    S3S
APPLICATIONS: PERLINO is for INTERIOR applications - walls, ceilings, and millwork (not  
recommended for flooring)     

SHETLAND

SHETLAND
SOURCE:   Reclaimed Barn Siding

SHETLAND is ANTIQUE RECLAIMED BARN SIDING  – for interior wall cladding. SHETLAND has been 
wirebrushed and finished with a stain/sealer. Expect lots of texture and variation to the grain. Typical 
character marks include mineral staining, color changes, weathering, checking, nail holes, and knots. 
Due to the nature of this material, thicknesses tend to vary slightly.
    Solid   
Thickness:    +/- 1/2”        
Random Widths:    3-3/4”, 4-1/4”, 5-1/4”, 6-1/4” random widths   
Random Lengths:   4’-12’       
Edges:    Square 
Milling:    S3S
APPLICATIONS: SHETLAND is for INTERIOR applications - walls, ceilings, and millwork (not  
recommended for flooring)     
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* Janka Rating from similarly tested products - expected to be close to actual measurements of reSAWN products.
** Flame Spread Class Rating, Flame Spread Index Data and Smoke Developed Index based on report from American Wood Council - 2017.  Testing is on unfniished, solid wood - see attached for 
additional details.  reSAWN’s products are not tested but are expected to be close to actual measurements for comparable wood species -- can be treated to Fire Treated to Class A for Interior 
Applications - please call to inquire.  
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